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-e operation and structure of the power system are becoming increasingly complex, and the probability of cascading fault
increases. To this end, this paper proposes a cascading fault preventive control strategy that considers safety and the economy.
First is to give a mathematical form to discriminate the cascading fault according to the action characteristics of the current-type
backup protection. Second, the safety and economy of the system are evaluated in terms of power grid safety margin and
generation operation cost, respectively, the initial faults are selected based on the power grid vulnerability and safety margin, and a
cascading fault preventive control model is constructed for different initial faults’ scenarios.-emodel is a two-layer optimization
mathematical model, with the inner model being solved by particle swarm optimization to minimize the power grid safety margin.
-e outer model is solved by the multiobjective algorithm to minimize generation cost and maximizing power grid safety margin.
Finally, the calculated Pareto set is evaluated using fuzzy set theory to determine the optimal generator output strategy. -e
feasibility of the proposed method is verified by conducting a simulation study with the IEEE39 node system as an example.

1. Introduction

-e modern power grid has evolved toward a highly in-
telligent, complex, and high-capacity Internet trend, pro-
moting rapid social and economic development along with a
series of fault problems. A fault in a small area can quickly
involve the entire power grid and then develop into a major
blackout accident. -erefore, learning the lessons from
accidents, studying the chain fault development process, and
formulating sound cascading fault defense decisions have
important application values to enhance the safety and
reliability of power grid operation.

At the present stage, the most notable studies on
modeling aspects of cascading faults are related models
based on self-organized criticality theory [1–7], such as the
OPA model based on power system weak links [1, 2],
CASCADE model based on component cascading failure

[3, 4], and Manchester model based on AC-DC currents
[5–7].-esemodels explore the intrinsic mechanism of large
outage accidents triggered by cascading faults and reveal that
large outage accidents have self-organized critical charac-
teristics, which are of great reference value for preventing
cascading faults.

Numerous studies have shown that, in the early stages of
cascading faults, the action of relay protection and power
flow redistribution are the main causes of further deterio-
ration of the grid operation. To prevent cascading faults,
literature [8] proposed a vulnerability-based cascading fault
preventive control model, which quantifies the risk of initial
faults leading to subsequent faults and improves the safety of
power system operation. Literature [9] establishes a Bayesian
network-based chain fault model to minimize fault risk and
achieve preventive control using machine and load cutting.
Literature [10] proposes a multiobjective algorithm-based
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chain trip prevention strategy by screening sensitive control
nodes with the goal of less equipment adjustment and less load
cutting. In literature [11], multistage dynamic game theory is
introduced to analyze the process of a complex system cas-
cading faults and give a risk assessment method of cascading
fault accident chain to determine the best preventive control
scheme. Literature [12, 13] established a coordinated control
model for cascading faults considering safety and economy and
obtained generation output adjustment and load cutting
strategies by solving them. Although the above studies have
good reference value for cascading fault analysis and pre-
vention, most of these studies are based on accident chain
control methods, which are computationally intensive and
time-consuming, can hardly reflect the actual development of
cascading faults, and may not be used to guide cascading fault
prevention in practice.

Based on the above analysis, this paper mainly focuses on
the trigger phase of cascading faults, reflects the safety of the
power grid by the distance between the nodal injection
power in the current power grid operation state and the
nodal injection power in the critical state, reflects the
economy of the power grid by the generation operation cost,
and establishes a cascading fault preventive control model
for different initial faults based on the selection of initial
faults using power grid vulnerability and safety margin. For
this model, the Pareto solution set under the model is
calculated by combining particle swarm algorithm and
multiobjective algorithm, and the Pareto solution set is
evaluated using fuzzy set theory to determine the optimal
generator output strategy. -e simulation analysis of the
IEEE39 node system is carried out to verify the effectiveness
of the method proposed in this paper.

2. Mathematical Expression of Cascading Fault

In the event of a blackout, the cascading fault of the power grid
is usually caused by the backup protection action caused by the
power flow transfer, which usually occurs in the early stage of
the blackout. To facilitate the analysis, this paper mainly studies
a common cascading fault mode: after the initial fault branch is
cut off, with the power flow transfer, the cascading fault occurs
due to the corresponding electrical quantity of the remaining
branches entering the action area of the backup protection
(mainly current protection and distance protection (Section
3)). In a cascading fault sequence, if the initial fault is regarded
as the first-level fault, the cascading trip after the initial fault is
cut off can be regarded as the second-level fault, the second-
level fault may also cause the third level fault, and so on. -is
paper only studies the second-level fault and considers it to-
gether with the initial fault.

In this paper, taking each branch configured with cur-
rent-type backup protection as an example, assuming that,
in a certain power grid, after the initial fault of branch La is
cut off by the backup protection device at a certain time,
whether any other branch Lb will have cascading fault can be
judged according to whether the current flow detected by the
configured current protection enters the protection action
area. Let the branch Lb be between node i and node j, and its
i-side is configured with current-type backup protection;

according to the protection calibration value and measured
current, the equation is shown in formula (1):

I
(b)
i.dist � I

b.set
i



 − I
b.m
i



, (1)

where Ib.m
i is the current measured by i-side backup pro-

tection of branch Lb, Ib.set
i is the setting value of i-side backup

protection of branch Lb, and I
(b)
i.dist is the distance between

Ib.set
i and Ib.m

i . It can be seen from the specific performance of
branch cascading fault that when I

(b)
i.dist > 0, branch Lbwill not

have cascading fault; when I
(b)
i.dist < 0, branch Lb will have

cascading fault; when I
(b)
i.dist � 0, branch Lb is just at the

boundary of cascading fault. Similarly, if the j-side of branch
Lb is also equipped with current protection, just change the
superscript from i to j.

Let the number of branches Lb in the power grid be b,
and there are l remaining branches except for the initial fault.
Considering all the remaining branches, we can further give
the expression shown in the following formula:

Ib � min I
(b)
i.dist, I

(b)
j.dist 

I � min Ib(  (b � 1, 2, . . . , l)
.

⎧⎨

⎩ (2)

It can be seen from formula (2) that, from the power grid
level, when I< 0, the power grid is in the cascading fault state,
when I> 0, the power grid is in the safe state, and when I � 0,
the power grid is just in the critical state of cascading fault. In
this way, according to formula (2), themathematical expression
for judging the cascading fault of the power grid is given.

3. The Basic Model of Preventive Control

Preventive control is usually a control measure before faults
occur when the initial fault has not yet occurred and the
power grid dispatcher has enough time to adjust the current
power grid operation to a safer operating state.-erefore, for
the power grid interlocking fault scenario, it will be the
problem studied in this paper to establish a preventive
control model to ensure the improvement of power grid
safety while taking proper care of the power grid economy.

3.1. System Safety. In the triggering stage of cascading fault,
the injected power of power grid nodes before and after
initial fault removal is unchanged. -erefore, for a given
power grid and initial fault, a method for analyzing the safety
of the power grid for cascading fault can be given according
to the nodal injection power [14].

Assume that the node power combination consists of active
power and reactive power and the nodal injection power
combination for which no cascading fault occurs is called the
safe combination; the nodal injection power combination for
which a cascading fault can be triggered is called the dangerous
combination. When the power system operates normally, the
farther the nodal injection power combination of the current
power grid is from the dangerous combination, the higher the
safety level of the power grid for cascading faults after the initial
fault occurs is. If the shortest distance between the nodal in-
jection power combination and the dangerous combination of
the current power grid can be analyzed before the initial fault
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occurs, the safety of the power grid and the allowable variation
range of the nodal injection power of the power grid can be
observed. For this purpose, Figure 1 gives a further explanation.

In Figure 1, the nodal injection power combination (P,
Q) is denoted by S. S0 is the nodal injection power com-
bination corresponding to the current power grid operation
state (safety combination), denoted by ·, while the nodal
injection power combination that can trigger cascading fault
(dangerous combination) is denoted by ∗ ; S1 is the nodal
injection power combination closest to S0 in the dangerous
combination. With S0 being the center of the sphere, the
distance between S0 and S1 is used as the radius to form a
circular sphere A, and the area outside the sphere is denoted
by B. From Figure 1 and the previous analysis, it is clear that,
for a certain initial fault, no cascading fault occurs when the
power grid is operated at any position within sphere A. If we
can manage to calculate the radius of sphere A, we can
observe a plausible safety region. -erefore, the radius R of
the sphere A can be used to measure the current safety level
of the grid for interlocking faults, and R can be expressed as

R �

��������

S0 − S1



2



, (3)

where R is the distance between S0 and S1. Furthermore, if it
is extended to a multinode power system, formula (3) can be
written in the form shown in the following formula:

R � min

��������������
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⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (4)

where D is the total number of nodes of the system; R can be
used to characterize the safety margin of the power grid. -e
greater theR value is, the safer the power gridwill be.-erefore,
this paper takes it as the safety index of the system.

3.2. System Economy. In this paper, the power generation
operation cost is defined as the economic index of the
system, and the power generation operation cost C can be
expressed as [15]

C � 
GE

u�1
auP

2
Gu + buPGu + cu , (5)

where GE is the set of generators participating in the ad-
justment; PGu is the active output of the generator at node u;
au, bu, and cu are the operating cost coefficients.

3.3. Mathematical Model of Preventive Control. In this paper,
the power output of the generator set is adjusted as a preventive
controlmeasure, the control variable is the nodal injection power
of the generator, and the interlocking fault prevention control
model considering safety and economy is established.-emodel
can be divided into two levels (called inner layer and outer layer,
respectively). Among them, the inner model mainly calculates
the power grid safety margin, and the outer model optimizes the
output of the generator set under the consideration of power grid
safety margin and power generation operation cost.

3.3.1. Inner Layer Optimization Model. -e objective
function of inner layer optimization is to minimize the safety
margin of the power grid, to characterize the shortest dis-
tance between the initial operational state of the power grid
and the critical state of cascading fault. -e objective
function F1 is as follows:

F1 � min(R). (6)

Constraints:

(1) Critical constraints of the power grid
To search the critical state closest to the current
operation state of the power grid, the cascading fault
criticality constraint needs to be introduced.
According to the analysis of formulas (1) and (2),
under the action of S, when the initial fault La is cut
off, the conditions under which the power grid is just
in the critical state of cascading fault are as follows:

I � min Ib(  � 0. (7)

(2) Power flow constraints
-e power grid also needs to ensure that the power flow
constraints are satisfied before and after the fault in the
cascading fault critical state. Among them, the equation
constraint is the system node power flow constraint,
while the inequality constraint includes generator active
and reactive power output constraint, node voltage
constraint, and branch transmission power constraint.
For the convenience of description, they can be ab-
breviated to the form shown in the following formula:

s.t. m
0
(x) � 0

m
1
(x) � 0

g
0
(x)≥ 0

g
1
(x)≥ 0

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

where m0 and m1 are the reduced form of the power flow
equation constraint corresponding to the power grid before
and after the initial fault, respectively; g0 and g1 are the

B

A
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Figure 1: Safety level of the power grid for cascading failure.
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reduced form of the power flow inequality constraint cor-
responding to the power grid before and after the initial
fault, respectively; x is the state variable.

3.3.2. Outer Layer Optimization Model. -e outer layer
optimization is based on the inner layer model to solve the
power grid safety margin. -e objective function is to
maximize the power grid safety margin and minimize the
power generation operation cost. -e expression of the
objective function is as follows:

F2 � max F1( ,

F3 � min(C),
 (9)

where F2 and F3 are the objective functions of the outer
model; F1 is the power grid safety margin calculated by the
inner model; C is the power generation operation cost.

Constraints:

(1) Safety constraints of the power grid
According to the previous analysis, under the action
of S, when the initial fault La is cut off, the power grid
is in a safe state without cascading fault. -e con-
ditions are as follows:

I � min Ib( > 0. (10)

(2) Power flow constraints
In the safe state, the power grid also needs to meet
certain power flow constraints. -e constraints
similar to formula (8) are given, which can be
expressed as

s.t. d
0
(x) � 0

d
1
(x) � 0

h
0
(x) ≥ 0

h
1
(x) ≥ 0

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
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(11)

where d0 and d1 are the reduced form of the power
flow equation constraint corresponding to the power
grid before and after the initial fault, respectively; h0
and h1 are the reduced form of the power flow in-
equality constraint corresponding to the power grid
before and after the initial fault, respectively.

4. PreventiveControl StrategiesunderDifferent
Initial Fault Scenarios

Cascading faults often start with an initial fault and then
trigger subsequent faults. -erefore, it is important to
identify the vulnerable branches in the system and to pre-
ventive control. In this paper, based on the power network
topology and operation state, we give the definition and
evaluation methods of vulnerability indicators, further filter
out the important initial faults according to the safety
margin, and then propose the preventive control strategies
for different initial fault scenarios.

4.1. Selection of Initial Fault

4.1.1. Initial Fault Preselection Based on Vulnerability

(1) Severity Index. According to the previous analysis,
without considering the uncertainty of impedance relay
operation and other blocking conditions, the severity of the
initial fault can be effectively evaluated from the branch level
by the remaining system branches subjected to the initial
fault removal. Let the number of the initial faults in the
power grid be a. -e severity index shown in formula (12)
can be obtained after further processing of formula (1) as

k(a) � wa max
I

b.set
i





I
b.m
i





⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + wb max
I

b.set
j





I
b.m
j





⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

(12)

where wa and wb are weights; the value of weights are set as
ωa � wb � 1, which represents that the branch i-side and j-
side are of equal importance [16]. k(a) integrates the distance
protection on both sides, and the maximum disturbance
degree on both sides of the remaining branch is defined as
the severity index of the initial fault.

(2) Weighted Power Flow Entropy Index. Starting from the
level of branch anti-impact ability and system power flow
transfer, the branch load rate is used to weight the power
flow entropy index. -e weighted power flow entropy index
considers the influence of branch load rate and the total
number of branches on the system operation state, which
overcomes the problem that the traditional model only
considers the balance of transfer power flow distribution.
Define the weighted power flow entropy V(a) after branch La
is cut off as [17]

V(a) �


l
b�1αabβab ln βab





ln l
, (13)

where βab is the power flow impact rate on branch Lb after
branch La is cut off; αab is the load rate of branch Lb after
branch La is cut off.

(3) Comprehensive Vulnerability Index. To more compre-
hensively and reasonably evaluate the vulnerability of initial
fault, this paper further considers the system efficiency index
S(a) [18], branch dielectric B(a) [19], and voltage offset index
U(a) [20]. After normalizing and weighting each index, the
comprehensive vulnerability index F(a) is defined as

F(a) � w1k(a)
′ + w2V(a)

′ + w3S(a)
′ + w4B(a)

′ + w5U(a)
′ , (14)

where k(a)
′ , V(a)
′ , S(a)
′ , B(a)
′ , and U(a)

′ are the normalized values
of each index, respectively. w1, w2, w3, w4, andw5 are the
weights of each index, and the weight is 1.-e selection of each
index weight in the practical application can be determined
according to field experience. -e comprehensive vulnerability
index focuses on identifying the branch that is prone to
overload in the process of fault propagation and has a serious
impact on the topology and operation state of the power grid
after removal. -e greater the value of F(a), the more likely it is
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to cause cascading faults after fault and the greater the impact
on the stable operation of the power grid.

(4) Vulnerability Assessment Methods. According to the
above analysis, this paper takes each vulnerability index as
the character input and plans to use a fuzzy C-means al-
gorithm (FCM) to effectively divide the branches. FCM
algorithm is a clustering algorithm based on classification. It
obtains the membership degree of each sample to all class
centers by optimizing the objective function, determining
the category of samples, to realize the automatic classifi-
cation of sample data [21]. -e objective function I and
constraints are as follows:

Z � 
we

O�1


ve

v�1
av tO(  

b
tO − cv

����
���� 

2
,



we

O�1


ve

v�1
av tO(  

b
� 1,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

where to is the characteristic input quantity composed of
each evaluation index; cv is the cluster center of class v;
av(to) is the membership function of the O-th sample data
for class v; b is the exponential factor of membership av(to);
we is the number of samples; ve is the number of sample
classifications. -e value of the classification number is
determined by referring to the classification entropy pro-
posed in the document [22]. -e classification entropy H is
defined as

H � −
1

we


we

O�1


ve

v�1
av tO(   ln av tO(  , (16)

where the definition of each variable is the same as that in
formula (15), and the number with the smallest classification
entropy is the best classification number.

-e process of selecting the initial fault based on the
FCM algorithm is as follows:

(1) Initialize the membership function and clustering
center, and determine the algorithm parameters and
feature input. -e feature input includes the nor-
malized values of the above six evaluation indexes.

(2) -e Euclidean distance from each sample to the
cluster center ‖tO − cv‖ and the classification entropy
H of the sample are calculated.

(3) Determine the sample classification number ve and
calculate the objective function Z. When ΔZ is less
than the given threshold, the calculation terminates
and the clustering result is output. Otherwise, return
to step 2 to continue the calculation.

In this way, the FCM algorithm can synthesize various
vulnerability indexes, preliminarily screen out more im-
portant initial faults, and select these initial faults into the
expected initial fault set G1.

4.1.2. Initial Faults Are Further Selected according to the
Safety Margin. According to the selected expected initial
fault set G1, the safety margin of the power grid

corresponding to each initial fault is calculated separately,
whereby the safety level of the power grid for cascading
faults after each initial fault is cut can be observed. Further,
the initial fault with a low safety margin value is selected into
the key initial fault set G2, which can be expressed as

G2 � La|Ra < ε , (17)

where ε is the threshold value for screening and ε is a positive
number, which can be given according to experience; Ra is
the power grid safety margin corresponding to any initial
fault branch La. Any initial fault branch can be regarded as a
key initial fault as long as it satisfies formula (17).

4.2. Preventive Control Model for Different Initial Fault
Scenarios. Due to the large scale of the actual power grid, a
large number of branches, it leads to a significant re-
duction in the computational speed of the algorithm. In
this paper, the key initial fault set G2 is selected based on
the power grid vulnerability and safety margin, and
preventive control is taken only for the initial faults in G2,
which overcomes the problem of excessive computation
due to previous control strategies that do not screen the
initial faults.

For the key initial fault set G2, this paper mainly con-
siders the preventive control strategy in two cases: (1) the
safety margin and economic cost after the cutoff of each key
initial fault are calculated according to the basic model of
preventive control respectively; (2) the second case is to
transform the basic model of preventive control into an
extended model, which applies to all key initial faults in G2,
its objective function remains unchanged, and the corre-
sponding constraints change from a single initial fault to
multiple initial faults. -e extended model can be shown as
follows:

F1 � min R1, R2, . . . , Re( 

F2 � max F1( , F3 � min(C)

m
0
e(x) � 0, m

1
e(x) � 0

g
0
e(x)≥ 0, g

1
e(x)≥ 0

d
0
e(x) � 0, d

1
e(x) � 0

h
0
e(x)≥ 0, h

1
e(x)≥ 0

I≥ 0, e � 1, 2, . . . , E

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(18)

where e is the e-th initial fault; E is the number of initial
faults; the corresponding constraints are expanded into E
sets, and each set of constraints corresponds to one initial
fault; the objective function of the inner model is the
minimum value of the power grid safety margin F1 under
multiple initial faults, while the objective function of the
outer model is the same as the basic preventive control
model. After the preventive control is carried out, it is
necessary to ensure that the nodal injection power of the
power grid simultaneously satisfies the condition of high
safety margin and low economic cost in case of fault of any
branch in the key initial fault set G2.
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5. Solution of the Model

In this paper, we solve the preventive control model, the
inner model uses particle swarm optimization (PSO) [23],
and the outer model uses a multiobjective particle swarm
optimization based on adaptive grid algorithm (AGA-
MOPSO) [24]. In the solution process, the key variables and
results between the inner and outer layers will be transferred
to each other as needed, and the specific transfer method is
as follows: the inner layer model passes the power grid safety
margin to the outer layer model, and the outer layer model
optimizes the generator nodal injection power taking into
account the power grid safety margin and economic cost and
returns the optimized nodal injection power to the inner
layer model; then the inner layer model searches for the
cascading fault again based on this result. -en, the inner
model searches for the critical state of the cascading faults
again based on the results to obtain the new power grid
safety margin; finally, through the optimization iterations of
the inner and outer layers, the optimal generator output is
solved to coordinate safety and economy [25].

5.1. Particle Update Criterion. In PSO and AGA-MOPSO
algorithms, the position and rate of each particle are updated
according to the following formula [24]:

yi(t + 1) � yi(t) + vi(t + 1),

vi(t + 1) � wvi(t) + c1r1 yp.i − yi(t)  + c2r2 yg − yi(t) ,

⎧⎨

⎩

(19)

where yi(t+1) and vi(t + 1) are the position and rate of
particle i at the (t+1)st time, respectively, where the particle
position yi of the inner model corresponds to the nodal
injection power vector in the critical state of cascading fault.
-e particle position yi of the outer model corresponds to the
nodal injection power vector of the current state of the
power grid; yp.i is the best individual position of particle i; yg

is the best position of the whole particle swarm; w is the
inertia coefficient; c1 and c2 are acceleration factors; r1 and r2
are random numbers within [0,1].

5.2. Fitness Function. In this paper, the penalty function is
introduced to further deal with the constraint problem in the
model [26]. -e specific process of this method is as follows:
in the inner model, I � 0 in formula (7) is written as
z(x) � 0, and all power flow equality constraints and in-
equality constraints in formula (8) are written as m(x) � 0
and g(x)≥ 0, respectively. In the outer model, I> 0 in
formula (10) is written as p(x)> 0, and all power flow
equality constraints and inequality constraints in formula
(11) are written as d(x) � 0 and h(x) ≥ 0, respectively. Add
the penalty factor, and use the objective function and
constraint function to jointly construct the fitness function
as follows:

fa � F1 + M1 
e

min 0, ge(x)(  
2

+ M2 
e

min 0, me(x)(  
2

+ M3[min(0, z(x))]
2

fb �
1

F2
+ M1 

e

min 0, he(x)(  
2

+ M2 
e

min 0, de(x)(  
2

+ M3[min(0, p(x))]
2

fc � F3 + M1 
e

min 0, he(x)(  
2

+ M2 
e

min 0, de(x)(  
2

+ M3[min(0, p(x))]
2

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(20)

where fa is the fitness function of the inner model; fb and fc are
the fitness functions of the outer model; F1 is the objective
function of the innermodel; F2 and F3 are the objective functions

of the outer model; M1, M2, and M3 are penalty factors; ge(x),
me(x), de(x), and he(x) are some components ofg(x),m(x), d(x),
and h(x), respectively.
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5.3. Improvement of the Solution Algorithm

5.3.1. Power Flow Transfer Method. When solving the power
flow, the Newton Raphson method is proposed to solve the
power flow equation in the form of m1(x) � 0, to obtain more
accurate calculation results. For the power flow equation in the
form of m0(x) � 0, considering that each particle is generated
based on S0, and the solution of the power flow equation in the
form of m0(x) � 0 under S0 is generally known, we should try
to use the power flow solution corresponding to S0 to obtain
the power flow equation in the form of m0(x) � 0 contained
by any particle, to improve the calculation efficiency.-erefore,
the following calculation ideas are designed in this paper.

For ease of explanation, the power flow equation in the
form of m0(x) � 0 is defined as [27]

f0(x) � S, (21)

where S is the nodal injection power of the power grid, f0 is
the mapping relation corresponding to the power flow
equation of the form m0(x) � 0, and x is the state variable
corresponding to S. Based on the previous description, it is
clear that there exists f0(x0) � S0, where x0 is the state
variable under the current initial operating conditions of the
power grid, and setting S − S0 � ΔS, x − x0 � Δx, it can be
defined as

ΔxA0 � ΔS, (22)

where A0 � f′(x)|x�x0 is the Jacobian matrix. It can be
further defined as

x � x0 + A
− 1
0 ΔS. (23)

-us, for each particle, according to the value of its nodal
injection power S, the solution of the tidal equation of the
form of m0(x) � 0, for each particle in the iterative process,
can be found using formula (23).

5.3.2. Adaptive Mutation Operation. To prevent the algo-
rithm from falling into local optimum, this paper draws on the
idea of literature [28] and introduces an adaptive mutation
operation to mutate the current particles with a certain
probability to achieve the goal of breaking up the overly ag-
gregated particles, to search a new direction again and increase
the chance of finding the global optimal solution. -e specific
mutation method is as follows.

Calculate the rate of mutation Pa:

Pa �
1 − (iter − 1)

(Maxt − 1)
(1/mt)

, (24)

where iter is the number of current iterations; Maxt is the
maximum number of iterations; mt is the coefficient of
mutation, and its value is taken as 0.1.

-en calculate the mutation interval:

min vmin, yi(t + 1) − Δy( , max vmax, yi(t + 1) + Δy(  ,

(25)

where vmin and vmax are particle velocity limits; Δy can be
defined as

Δy � Pa × vmax − vmin( . (26)

Finally, execute the mutation operation, and the new
variable Y can be defined as

Y � unifrnd min vmin, yi(t + 1) − Δy( ,

· max vmax, yi(t + 1) + Δy( ,
(27)

where unifrnd is a random array function uniformly dis-
tributed on the mutation interval.

5.3.3. Choosing the Compromise Optimal Solution. After
obtaining a set of Pareto optimal front (POF), the decision-
maker can choose the corresponding compromise optimal
solution according to the demand. -ere are many methods
to choose the compromise optimal solution, such as the
decision-making method based on membership function
[29], the decision-making method based on distance eval-
uation index [30], and the comprehensive decision-making
method based on the combination of FCM clustering and
GRP [31, 32]. Because the decision-makers’ judgment on the
weight of each objective function is uncertain, they often
select the compromise optimal solution that can meet each
objective function to the greatest extent in the Pareto so-
lution set according to the membership function. In this
paper, the membership degree of the Pareto solution is
calculated by using fuzzy set theory.-e membership degree
λm

r of Pareto solution in a one-dimensional objective
function can be expressed as

λm
r �

1, f
m
r ≤f

m.min

f
m.max

− f
m
r

f
m.max

− f
m.min, f

m.min <f
m
r <f

m.max

0 f
m
r ≥f

m.max

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(28)

where fm
r is the m-dimensional objective function value of

the r-th optimal solution, m � 1, 2, . . . , N{ }; fm.min and
fm.max are the minimum and maximum values of the
m-dimensional objective function value, respectively.

-e standardized membership degree calculation for-
mula of each Pareto solution is

λr �


N
m�1λ

m
r


M
r�1 

N
m�1

λm
r , (29)

where M is the number of Pareto solutions, λr is the
comprehensive membership of the r-th Pareto solution, and
the solution with the largest λr is selected as the optimal
solution.

5.4. AlgorithmFlow. Based on the PSO algorithm and AGA-
MOPSO algorithm, this paper solves the double-layer op-
timized preventive control model. -e overall algorithm
flow is shown in Figure 2:
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6. Example Analysis

-e test example takes the IEEE39 node system as an ex-
ample, and the system wiring is shown in Figure 3.

According to the system wiring diagram shown in
Figure 3, the analysis program is written in the Matlab
environment according to the above algorithm. In the fol-
lowing calculation examples, the cost coefficients of each
generator of the system can be given concerning literature
[15], and the nodal injection power S0 corresponding to the
parameters of each component of the system and the current
power grid operation state can be given concerning literature

[33]. To facilitate the calculation, this paper uses the unit
value for representation. For the specific protection con-
figuration data on the IEEE39 node system, this paper uses
virtual data and sets the current protection setting value of
each branch as three times the current of the branch in the
base-state power flow state.

6.1. Initial Fault Analysis. Since the power flow does not
converge immediately after the initial fault branch L16-19 (the
branch between node 16 and node 19, etc.) is cut off, it
indicates that there may be voltage instability in the system
after the fault, which should be studied in combination with
the analysis and control of voltage stability, so branch L16-19
is not considered as the initial fault for the time being.

For each index weight in formula (14), this paper de-
termines the weight according to the entropy weight method
[34], and the final calculation results are w1 � 0.3566,
w2 � 0.0561, w3 � 0.1354, w4 � 0.2047, and w5 � 0.2472. Se-
lect other nongenerator outlet branches n-1 except branch
L16-19 as the initial fault, normalize each index according to
the FCM algorithm process, and then cluster it. Finally, the
initial fault is divided into two categories. -e clustering
centers are shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, it can be seen that the indexes of class A
are larger, so the branch of class A is selected into the ex-
pected initial fault set G1. -ere are 7 branches in class
A. -e vulnerability indexes are sorted by size, and the
results are shown in Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2, there is a big difference
between the ranking of each vulnerability index individually
and the ranking of the integrated vulnerability index F(a),
and the branch with the top ranking of the integrated
vulnerability index often contains both strong and weak
vulnerability indexes, which indicates that the use of a single
index for branch vulnerability evaluation is not compre-
hensive enough and may ignore some weak links, while the
integrated vulnerability index takes into account both the
network topology and the branch after opening and
breaking. -e comprehensive vulnerability index takes into
account both the network topology and the operation status
of the branch after opening and closing, which has certain
superiority. To verify the rationality and effectiveness of the
initial fault screening, ranking results of the comprehensive
vulnerability index of the branch are compared with liter-
ature [35, 36], and the comparison results show that more
than half of the identified vulnerable branches are the same,
which indicates that the expected initial fault set G1 obtained
in this paper is more reasonable and comprehensive.

To further select the initial faults, the safety margin after
cutoff of each initial fault in the expected initial fault set G1 is
calculated separately, and then the conditions are judged to
be satisfied according to formula (17), where the value of ε is
taken as 1. -e final calculation results are shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the safety margins of the
initial fault branches L15-16 and L21-22 after cutoff are less than 1,
which meets the conditions for screening key initial faults.
-erefore, branches L15-16 and L21-22 are selected into the key
initial fault set G2, and preventive control will be taken later.

Start

Initialize particle
population

Draw a grid in the target space
according to the geographical

location of each particle

Update particle speed,
position, fitness

Meet the mutation
condition?

Select particles with poor fitness
for mutation operation

Calculate the fitness of
each particle

Update external elite sets and
global optimal solution

Meet the iteration stop
condition?

Output the POF and
choose the compromise

optimal solution

No

Yes

Yes

No

Strategy of
calling inner

PSO algorithm
to solve power

grid safety
margin

Calculate the fitness
of each particle

Storing non-dominated
solutions in elite sets

End

Outer AGA-MOPSO
algorithm

Figure 2: Algorithm flowchart.
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6.2. Analysis of Preventive Control Results. In this paper, we
study preventive control, and we do not know which branch
is going to have cascading faults, so we cannot know which
initial fault to give the optimization result by. -erefore, it is
necessary to make the preventive control method applicable
to all key initial faults, and based on obtaining the key initial
fault set G2, we consider the preventive control strategies
under two different initial fault scenarios, solve the Pareto
solutions for the initial fault branches L15-16 and L21-22 in G2

according to the basic preventive control model and the
extended preventive control model, respectively, and record
the generator node power corresponding to each Pareto
optimal solution. Set PSO and AGA-MOPSO algorithm
parameters: the maximum number of iterations is 200, the
number of populations is 50, the acceleration factors c1 and
c2 are 2, the inertia coefficient w is 0.5, the penalty factorsM1
andM2 are 1000, and M3 is 10000. -e Pareto optimal front
(POF) obtained under different initial fault scenarios is as
follows.

Figures 4 and 5 are the Pareto solutions calculated
according to the basic preventive control model for the
initial fault branches L15-16 and L21-22, respectively, and
Figure 6 is the Pareto solutions obtained according to the
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Figure 3: Diagram of IEEE39 node system.

Table 1: Cluster center of the example.

Category F(a) k(a)
′ V(a)

′ S(a)
′ B(a)

′ U(a)
′

A 0.51 0.39 0.63 0.62 0.58 0.53
B 0.16 0.06 0.37 0.29 0.17 0.16

Table 2: Vulnerable branches of IEEE39 node system.

Branch F(a) Ranking k(a)
′ Ranking V(a)

′ Ranking S(a)
′ Ranking B(a)

′ Ranking U(a)
′ Ranking

L15-16 0.75 1 0.46 3 0.73 3 0.72 4 0.96 2 1 1
L26-27 0.67 2 0.58 1 0.50 5 0.64 5 0.32 4 0.32 5
L21-22 0.65 3 0.39 5 1 1 0.31 7 1 1 0.84 3
L2-3 0.55 4 0.47 2 0.74 2 0.81 3 0.78 3 0.32 5
L2-25 0.37 5 0.45 4 0.57 4 0.88 2 0.19 5 0.09 7
L14-15 0.33 6 0.01 7 0.27 7 0.60 6 0.09 7 0.88 2
L16-17 0.32 7 0.11 6 0.40 6 1 1 0.12 6 0.43 4

Table 3: Safety margin for each initial failure.

Initial fault L14-15 L16-17 L2-3 L26-27 L2-25 L15-16 L21-22
Safety margin 3.35 2.63 1.74 1.39 1.29 0.27 0.19
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extended preventive control model for the initial fault
branches L15-16 and L21-22 at the same time. From the
simulation results, it can be seen that the extended model
established in this paper is suitable for all initial faults
screened, can meet the conditions of high safety margin and
low economic cost under any fault, and ensure that the
controlled power grid is in a safer operation state.-e Pareto
solution obtained by the algorithm forms a POF curve. -e
POF curve has good uniform ductility. Each Pareto solution
has a different economic cost and power grid safety margin.
-e POF curve is from left to right, and the safety margin
and economic cost of the corresponding Pareto solution are
from small to large. -e membership degree of each Pareto
solution is calculated through the membership function, and
the respective compromise optimal solution is found
according to the value of the comprehensive membership

degree. -e results of the optimal solution are shown in
Table 4:

-e method given in this paper is the simulation and tested
on several other node systems as well, and the results are
satisfactory, which shows that the method in this paper is
suitable for various systems. From the above calculation ex-
ample, it is clear that the safety and economy of the power grid
are significantly improved after preventive control for all
possible key initial fault sets. At this point, the power grid enters
a safer operating state S0, and when the power grid nodal in-
jection power in an arbitrary variation within a hypersphere
with S0 as the center of the sphere and the safety margin value R
as the radius, the power grid is safe for different key initial fault
impacts for the triggering of cascading faults; that is, no cas-
cading faults are triggered. In conclusion, compared with the
existing methods, the method in this paper can facilitate the
observation of the safety of the power grid and the reasonable
variation range of the nodal injection power of the power grid
and minimizes the generation cost during the power grid ad-
justment process, providing the operators with the optimal
generator output strategy that balances safety and economy.
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Figure 6: POF from initial failures L15-16 and L21-22 at the same
time.

Table 4: Preventive control optimization results.

Generator no. L15-16 L21-22 L15-16; L21-22
G30 881.93 899.31 477.33
G32 634.51 581.78 166.43
G33 168.36 389.95 639.32
G34 250.43 558.72 506.11
G35 714.05 562.74 503.09
G36 218.75 268.34 286.76
G37 550.46 624.76 962.73
G38 885.92 631.39 354.63
G39 860.50 631.85 832.60
Safety margin 9.17 8.73 8.55
Generation cost 1101.12 1085.34 1051.16
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Figure 4: POF from initial failure L15-16.
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Figure 5: POF from initial failure L21-22.
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7. Conclusion

Considering safety and economy, this paper presents a
multiobjective preventive control model and specific solu-
tion process for preventing cascading faults of the power grid
and verifies it with a numerical example. -e main con-
clusions are as follows:

(1) -e preventive control model established in this
paper is essentially a double-layer optimization
model with dynamic interaction and interaction
between internal and external layers. -e optimal
generator output strategy is obtained by solving the
double-layer model so that the power grid can take
into account the requirements of safety and economy
at the same time.

(2) In this paper, the safety margin of the power grid is
mainlymeasured by the distance between the current
operating state and the critical state of the power
grid, which is in the form of the distance between the
nodal injection power vectors of the power grid in
the two states. -is form of safety margin repre-
sentation can visually quantify and compare the
safety level of the power grid for cascading faults
before and after taking preventive measures.

(3) In this paper, for the selection of initial faults, the
selection is mainly made considering the vulnera-
bility indexes of the network topology and operation
state as well as the safety margin, ensuring that the
important initial faults are selected.

In conclusion, the method proposed in this paper can
effectively select the initial faults that are more important to the
power grid and preventive control according to the idea of
improving the safetymargin of the power grid and ensuring the
economic cost, providing a reference for further research.
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